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Abstract
We construct group functors whose Lie algebras are free. c© 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All
rights reserved.
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In Memoriam.
Magdy Assem (1954{1996)
\Life is a love song : : :
1. Introduction
One of the central results of classical Lie theory is the existence of a Lie group with
a given Lie algebra (Lie’s third Theorem.) In the innite-dimensional set up, however,
little is known save for a few cases.
It is particularly curious that free Lie algebras, which have been studied for so long,
do not have a group counterpart. A question related to this is the case of free Kac-
Moody groups that was studied in [1, 2]. Therein one nds families of groups with:
(i) A natural concept of ring of polynomial functions.
(ii) The derivations of the rings in (i) which are invariant under the group action
are a completion of a free Lie algebra.
The multiplication of polynomial functions in (i) is related to the shue product.
Since the shue algebra admits a Hopf algebra structure, it seems natural to look at
the corresponding ane group scheme G: In a sense this paper is a self-contained
study of G and a related subgroup G: But to look at G in vacuo would miss the
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important conceptual link between the present work and [1, 2]. It is for this reason that
we introduce the functions X a; the group functor F; and go on to describe the way
these relate to G (see Remark 3.4).
1. Notation and conventions
Throughout W will be the (multiplicative) free monoid on a xed set I (the words
on I): If a2W is nonempty we can uniquely write
a= a1 : : : aa; a1; : : : ; aa 2 I: (1.1)
Thus, a will denote the length of a: We also have a unique reduced expression
a= an11 : : : a
n a
a ; nk>0; ak 6= ak+1: (1.2)
By convention we agree that the empty word  corresponds to the case a=0 above.
The set of indices appearing in (1.1) will be denoted by supp (a) (the support of a):
Remark 1.3. The following trivial observation will be used several times in the main
body of the paper: If N 2N and J  I is nite the set fa2W : a<N and supp (a) Jg
is nite.
All algebras, other than Lie algebras, are assumed to be associative and unital. We
x once and for all a Q-algebra K. (This will be our base ring.) Unless mentioned
otherwise, all algebras and linear maps are understood to be over K: If D and E are
sets jEj will denote the cardinality of E and ED the set of maps from D to E:
2. The shue algebra
We endow the K-module A=
L
a2W Ka with a Hopf algebra structure called the
shue Hopf algebra (see [7, p. 31]). For this algebra one has
Product : a⊗ b 7! a # b :=
X
s2Sh(a;b)
s;
where Sh(a; b) denotes the set of shues of a and b; each of these shues taken into
account with multiplicity
Coproduct  : a 7!
X
a=uv
u⊗ v;
Counit " : a! a;0;
Antipode S : a 7! (−1)aaa : : : a1:
We now recall some concepts and results to be used in the proof of the main
theorem.
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Fix a total ordering < in I: This induces a \lexicographic" total ordering in W that
we shall also denote by <: A nonempty word ‘2W is a Lyndon word if it is smaller
than all its nontrivial suxes: ‘= u v; u>0 and v>0) ‘<v:
Theorem 2.1. Let LW be the set of Lyndon words.
(i) Every word of the monoid W can uniquely be written as a decreasing product
of Lyndon words
w= ‘m11 : : : ‘
mk
k ; mh>0; ‘h 2L; ‘1>   >‘k : (2.2)
(ii) With w written as in (2.2) we have
w=
‘#m11 #    # ‘#mkk
m1! : : : mk !
−
X
u<w
u=w
supp (u)=supp (w)
nuu; nu 2N: (2.3)
(iii) The shue algebra A is a free commutative algebra over K freely generated
by L:
Proof. See [7, Theorems 5.1 and 6.1] and take Remark 2.4 below into account.
Remark 2.4. The K-module A is Z-graded via An=
P
a=nKa: This grading is com-
patible with # and hence makes the shue algebra into a Z-graded algebra. The same
can be said for the ner ZI -grading used in [2].
3. The group functors
In this section all group functors are over K: To each K-algebra R and index i we
attach a multiplicative copy Ei(R) of the additive group (R) of R: Thus
Ei(R) := fEi(): 2Rg and Ei()Ei()=Ei(+ ):
The group functor F is dened by
F :R 7! 
i2I
Ei(R);
where  is the free product.
Let A(R) be the free associative R-algebra on the set fxi : i2 Ig: For a as in (1.2)
dene
xa := xn1a1 : : : x
n a
a a 2A(R): (3.1)
The formal completion of A(R) with respect to the augmentation ideal we will
denote by A(R): We have the Magnus group functor M
M :R 7!
(
1 +
X
a>0
caxa
)
A(R):
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For each i2 I we then have a group homomorphism ei : (R)!M(R) given by ei : 
7! exp(xi): These yield a unique group homomorphism e : F(R)!M(R) where
e :Ei1 (1) : : : Ein(n) 7! exp(1xi1 ) : : : exp(nxin):
Next we attach to each a2W the functional X (a) :=X (a)(R)2A(R) given byD
X (a);
X
cwxw
E
= ca:
Finally, dene functions X a :=X a(R) :F(R)!R by
X a=X (a)  e:
Remark 3.2. The above denitions are functorial on R: We thus have K-group functor
homomorphisms ei : !M; e :F!M and X a :F! 0Q; this last being the ane line
over K.
The X a’s are linearly independent so we can identify
X (R) :=
M
a2W
RX a
with a submodule of RF(R): Now this last is an R-algebra via pointwise addition and
multiplication. It turns out that X (R) is then a subalgebra of this algebra.
Proposition 3.3 (Billig and Pianzola [1, 2]). X (R) is isomorphic to an R-shue alge-
bra. More precisely for all a; b2W one has
X aX b=
X
s2Sh(a;b)
X s:
Remark 3.4. Let K be a eld of characteristic 0: The group F(K) is at the heart
of [5]. Thereof a group is constructed by identifying those elements of F(K) that
agree on all integrable representations of the Kac{Moody algebra one started with.
In [1, 2] we study the ring Pol (F(K)) of polynomial functions on F(K): This ring
is a completion of X (K); and the corresponding space of continuous right invariant
derivations a completion of a free Lie algebra.
The ane group scheme Hom (A;−) will be denoted by G: Recall that the compo-
sition law  in G(R) is given by
(f  g)(a)=
X
a=u v
f(u)g(v): (3.5)
The relation between F and G is as follows.
Proposition 3.6. Let R be a K-algebra. For x2F(R) dene a K-linear map ex :A!R
by
ex : a 7!X a(x) (X a=X a(R)):
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Then ex is K-algebra homomorphism and the resulting map  :F!G is a K-group
functor homomorphism.
Proof. With the notation of Proposition 3.3 one has
ex(a # b)=ex X s =X X s(x)= (X aX b)(x)=X a(x)X b(x)=ex(a)ex(b):
Let x; y2F(R): Write e(x)= P cuxu and e(y)= Pdvxv. Then
fxy(a) = X a(xy)= hX (a); e(xy)i
= hX (a); e(x)e(y)i=
X
a=u v
cudv
=
X
a=u v
hX (u); e(x)i hX (v); e(y)i
=
X
a=u v
X u(x)X v(y)=ex  ey(a):
That  is functorial in R is clear.
Remark 3.7.  is not injective whenever jI j>1:
Remark 3.8. The functor G is dened over Z: One can see this by using the divided
power version of A:
Remark 3.9. Let J be a subset of I we denote by AJ the shue algebra based on
the alphabet J and identify AJ with a Hopf subalgebra of A in a natural way. If
Gj := Hom (AJ ;−) we thus have a quotient map G!GJ :
If J and I are given a compatible total ordering then the set LJ of Lyndon words on
J is a subset of L: By Theorem 2.2(iii) we have a K-algebra epimorphism J :A!AJ
with
J (‘)=
(
‘ if ‘2LJ ;
0 if ‘2LnLJ :
In particular, ker J is the ideal of A generated by LnLJ : This is a Hopf ideal: If
‘2LnLJ then in ‘=
P
‘=u v u⊗ v either u or v involve an index not in J: That
ker J is Hopf now follows from
a2W; supp (a) 6 J) a2 ker J : (3.9)
To establish this we reason by way of contradiction. If (3.9) fails then the set
E= fw2W : supp (w)= supp (a); a=w; w =2 ker Jg is nite and nonempty (see Re-
mark 1.3). Choose w2E minimal. Since supp (w) 6 J when w is written as in (2.2)
we must have ‘i 2LnLJ for some i: This however contradicts (2.3). It thus follows
that by means of J we have a closed embedding GJ !G:
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We now introduce group functors some of which will produce free Lie algebras. Let
J be as above. Given f2G(R) dene
suppJ; R(f)= fa2W : supp (a) J and f(a) 6=0g
and a subfunctor GJ of G by
GJ (R)= ff2G(R) : suppJ; R(f) is niteg:
By (3.5) it is clear that GJ is a subgroup of G: Set G
 :=GI :
4. The Lie algebras
Our main references for this section are [4, 8].
Given a K-algebra R we will denote its dual numbers by R[]: (Recall that R[] :=R
R and 2 = 0:) If p :RR!R is the canonical projection then any K-group functor
X yields a group homomorphism XR(p) :X (R[])!X (R): We have by denition
Lie (X )(R) := ker XR(p) and LieX :=Lie (X )(K):
Since G is ane we can identify LieG with the set Der (A;K) of "-derivations of
A : (i.e. those d2Hom (A;K) satisfying d(a # b)= (a)d(b) + (b)d(a)) via
Der (A;K) 3 d 7! "+ d2LieG:
In turn Der (A;K) can be identied with the subset of Der (A) comprised of right
invariant derivations (i.e those D2Der (A;K) satisfying (D⊗ id)  =  D) via
Der (A;K) 3 d 7! (d⊗ id)  :
Let V =
L
‘2LK‘: By Section 2 we can identify A with the symmetric algebra S(V ):
We give S(V ) the usual Z-grading S(V )=
L
Sn(V ) by taking S1(V )=V: (Note that
the resulting grading in A is not the one of Remark 2.4.)
Every 2V  extends uniquely to an "-derivation d of A:
d(‘1 # : : : # ‘m)=
mX
k=1
"(‘1) : : : h; ‘ki : : : "(‘m): (4.1)
This correspondence gives an isomorphism V  ’ Der (A;K): Because of the nature of
" (see Section 2) we have
djSn(V ) =
(
=d if n=1;
0 if n 6=1: (4.2)
For ‘2L we let d‘ be the unique "-derivation satisfying d‘(‘0)= ‘; ‘0 for all ‘0 2L:
Every d2Der (A;K) can then uniquely be written as a formal sum
d=
X
‘2L
c‘d‘; c‘ 2K: (4.3)
We now make a crucial observation.
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Lemma 4.4. Let w2W and ‘2L:
(i) If ‘ 6=w then d‘(w)= 0
(ii) If supp (‘) 6=supp (w) then d‘(w)= 0.
Proof. (i) Assume the result fails. Choose w2W with ‘ 6=w and d‘(w) 6=0: We may
assume I is nite (take J := supp (‘) [ supp (w) in Remark 3.9). By Remark 1.3 we
may assume that w above is minimal in the sense that
u2W; u=w; supp (u)= supp (w); u<w)d‘(u)= 0:
Now write w as in (2.2). If m1+  +mk =1 then w= ‘1 6= ‘ (this since w 6= ‘): Then
d‘(‘1)= 0 contradicts our choice of w: If m1+  +mk>1 then d‘(‘#m11 # : : : # ‘#mkk )= 0
by (4.2). Now (2:3) contradicts the minimality of w:
(ii) Reason as in (i) changing ‘ 6=w to supp (‘) 6= suppw:
Remark 4.5. The lemma provides an explicit description of the right invariant deriva-
tion D‘ corresponding to d‘ : For a as in (1.1) we have
D‘(a)=
(
0 if a<‘;
d‘(a1 : : : a‘)a‘+1 : : : aa if a  ‘:
In the case ‘= i2 I this reads
Di(a)=
(
0 if a1 6= i;
a2 : : : aa if a1 = i:
Proposition 4.6. Let f2LieG and write f= "+ d with d2Der (A;K) as in (4.3).
For J  I let
suppJ (d)= f‘2L: supp ‘ J and c‘ 6=0g:
Consider the following statements:
(i) f2LieGJ
(ii) suppJ;K[](f) is a nite set
(iii) suppJ (d) is a nite set.
Then; (i), (ii)) (iii) and; if J is nite; all three statements are equivalent. In
particular;
LieGJ =
M
‘2L
supp (‘) J
KD‘
whenever J is nite.
Proof. That (i) and (ii) are equivalent follows from LieGJ =LieG \GJ (K[]) (see
Remark 3.9).
(ii)) (iii): It is clear that \not iii" ) \not ii".
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Finally, if J is nite the set fa2W : a<N and supp (a) Jg is nite for all N 2N:
Lemma 4.4 shows that (ii) is the case whenever (iii) is.
Theorem 4.7. (i) If J is a nite subset of I then LieGJ is a free Lie algebra; freely
generated by the Di’s; i2 J:
(ii) LieG is the Lie algebra over K of Lie series on the Di’s.
Proof. The ideas within some of the arguments below are adaptations of those of
[1, 2].
(i) By Remark 3.9 it will suce to show that if I is nite then LieG is freely
generated by the Di’s. Assume then that I is nite for the remainder of (i). For a2W
let Da=Daa  Da1 : It is clear from Remark 4.5 that the Da’s are linearly independent.
The associative algebra D End (A) generated by Di’s is thus free, hence so is the Lie
algebra L g‘(A) generated by the Di’s. If we now take Proposition 4.6 into account
the rst part of the theorem follows from the following two facts:
(a) D‘ 2D for all ‘2L.
(b) Lie G \DL.
Proof of (a). From Remark 4.5 we get that D‘=
P
w=‘ d‘(w)D
w:
Proof of (b). Because of (a) it will suce to show that D‘ 2L for all ‘2L. Since D
is free it aords a unique coproduct  satisfying  :Di!Di⊗ 1+ 1⊗Di. That Di is a
derivation respect to the shue product # A⊗A!A yields
#(Di)(x⊗y)=Di(#(x⊗y)) :=Di(x # y) (4.8)
for all x; y2A. Now if w2W is of length w>1 and we write Dw=DvDi then induction
on v shows that (4.8) holds for Dw. Thus
#(D)(x⊗y)=D(x # y) (4.9)
for all x; y2A and all D2D.
Write
(D‘)=D‘⊗ 1 + 1⊗D‘ +
X
a<‘; b<‘
a+b=‘
cabDa⊗Db:
If a and b are as in the above summand we have #(D‘)(a⊗ b)= cab. Then (4.9)
and Remark 4.5 yield cab=D‘(a # b)=D‘(a) # b+ a #D‘(b)= 0.
We have shown that (D‘)=D‘⊗ 1+1⊗D‘. By Friedrich’s Theorem D‘ 2L. The
proof of (i) is now complete.
(ii) Let s2LieG. Then s= P‘2L c‘D‘ and we can naturally think of s as an element
of the completion D of D. Write s=
P
n0 sn with sn 2Dn. Then sn=
P
‘=n c‘D‘. By
(i) if J  I is nite then
sn; J :=
X
‘=n
supp(‘) J
c‘D‘
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is a Lie polynomial on the Di’s, i2 J . Thus s is a Lie series as desired (see
[7, p. 52]).
Remark 4.10. There is a one-to-one correspondence between Hom(A;K) and Lie se-
ries that goes back all the way to Ree (see [6, Theorem 2.5] and also [7, Theorem
3.2]). The proof is combinatorial in spirit and makes no use of the Hopf algebra struc-
ture of A. This and the correspondence of part (ii) of the last theorem can be shown
to be the same by means of the exponential map (in the sense of [4]) of the group
scheme G.
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